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Silas A. Morehouse, Annandale, Va. 

Application April 13, 1954, Serial No. 422,777 

9 Claims. (Cl. 109-635) 

This invention relates to a safety lock for refrigerator 
doors. 
An object of this invention is to provide an improved 

lock for holding refrigerators closed, which is so con 
structed and arranged that the door may be readily 
opened from the inside in order that in the event a child 
should crawl into the refrigerator the child could open 
the door from the inside. 

Another object of this invention is to provide an im 
proved safety lock for refrigerator doors which is so 
constructed and arranged that the door will not be held 
in closed position when a shelf is removed, so that a 
child could not be locked in the refrigerator. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an 

improved safety lock for refrigerators which includes 
opposed permanent magnets carried one by the wall of 
the refrigerator and the other by the door. The lock 
also includes an interposed metal element which is ?xed 
relative to a shelf so that when the refrigerator is aban~ 
doned and the shelf is removed, the opposed magnets 
will have insufficient power to keep the door closed. 
A further object of this invention is to provide an 

improved safety lock for refrigerators which is simple 
in construction and will, therefore, not readily get out 
of order. 
With the above and other objects in view, my inven 

tion consists in the arrangement, combination and de 
tails of construction disclosed in the drawings and speci? 
cation, and then more particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 

In the drawings: 
Figure 1 is a fragmentary side elevation, partly bro 

ken away and in section, of a safety lock for refrigera 
tor doors constructed according to an embodiment of 
this invention. 

Figure 2 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the 
line 2-2 of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a sectional view taken on the line 3-3 of 
Figure 2. 

Figure 4 is a fragmentary vertical section showing a 
modi?ed form of this invention. 

Figure 5 is a fragmentary vertical section showing 
another modi?cation of this invention. 

Figure 6 is a sectional view taken on the line 6-6 
of Figure 5. > 

Figure 7 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the 
line 7-7 of Figure 5. 

Figure 8 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on the 
line 8-8 of Figure 6. 

Figure 9 is an inner detail elevation showing the ro 
tatable permanent magnets mounted on the door. 

Figure 10 is a fragmentary sectional view taken on 
the line 10-10 of Figure 6. 

Figure 11 is a detail side elevation, partly broken 
away and in section, showing another modi?cation of 
this invention. ' 
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Figure 12 is a vertical section showing a further modi? 

cation of this invention. 
Figure 13 is a sectional view taken on the line 13-13 

of Figure 12. 
Figure 14 is an inner elevation showing the lock em 

bodied in Figure 12 mounted in the door. 
Figure 15 is a fragmentary front elevation showing 

the removable metal cores for interposing between the 
permanent magnets. . 

Figure 16 is a fragmentary sectional view showing a 
shock absorbing member adapted for mounting in the 
edge of the refrigerator body. 

Figure 17 is a fragmentary horizontal section of 
another modi?cation of this invention. 

Figure 18 is a fragmentary horizontal section of a fur 
ther modi?cation of this invention. 

Referring to the drawings, and ?rst to Figures 1, 2, 
and 3, the numeral 20 designates generally the body of 
a refrigerator having a door 21 hingedly secured thereto. 
In order to provide a means whereby the door 21 will 
be normally held in closed position, I have provided a 
permanent magnet 22 of ‘O-shape which is mounted in 
heat insulating means 23 disposed in the side wall of 
the refrigerator body 20. 
The parallel arms 24 of magnet 22 extend loosely 

through openings 25 formed in the front wall 26 of the 
body. The magnet 22 may be secured within the wall 
20 in any suitable. manner, and in order to provide a 
means whereby the door 21 will be held in normally 
closed position, I have provided an iron bridging mem 
ber 27 which is secured to a handle shank 28 by fasten~ 
ing means 29. 
The shank 28 includes a bail or handle member 30 

disposed on the outer side of the door 21. The bridg 
ing member 27 is loosely mounted on the bolt or screw 
29 so that the bridging member 27 will be able to seat 
itself against the outer ends’ of the magnet 22. 

Referring now to Figure 4, there is disclosed another 
form of this invention embodying a permanent magnet 
31 which is disposed substantially entirely within the 
side wall of the body 32. A. second 'C-shaped magnet 
33 is secured by fastening means 34 to the shank 35 of 
a. handle. 

In the present instance the outer magnet 33 is non 
rotatable with respect to the door and the inner mag 
net 31, and is adapted to hold the door 36 in normally 
closed position. However, the pull of the two magnets 
31 and 33 relative to each other is such that if a small 
child should get into the inside of the refrigerator a 
slight pressure by the child on the inside would be suf 
?cient to swing the door 36 to an open position. 

Referring now to Figures 5 to 10, inclusive, there 
is disclosed another modi?cation of this invention. A 
-C-shaped magnet 37 is disposed in the body 38 of the 
refrigerator, and a second C-shaped magnet 39 is se 
cured to the shank 40 of a rotatable handle 41. The 
magnet 39 is secured to the shank 40 by fastening 
means 42. 

In order to provide a means whereby the door 43 will 
be held in normally closed position by attraction of the 
two magnets 37 and 39, I have provided a pair of iron 
plugs or cores 44 which extend through cylindrical sleeves 
45 carried by a vertical bracket arm 46. . 
The bracket arm 46 is carried by a horizontally dis 

posed plate 47 which projects through an opening 48 
formed in the side wall 49 of the body 38. The plate 47 
is secured to a removable wire shelf 50 by means of a 
plate 51 which engages the lower side of shelf 50 and is 
cemented or otherwise ?xed to a depending off set car 
ried by plate 47. 
When handle 41 is in the position shown in Figure 5, 
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the two magnets 37 and 39 will be attracted toward each 
other with core members 44 being interposed between 
the two magnets 37 and 39. 
When the refrigerator becomes abandoned or when 

shelf 50 is withdrawn, core members 44. - carried -by 
bracket 46 will be removed with the shelf 50 so that there 
will be a su?icient space between the two magnets 37 and 
39 in order that these magnets will not be able to pull 
and maintain the door 43 in closed position. 
‘When handle 41 is rotated through an arc of sub 

stantially 180° the poles of the magnets 37 and 39 will 
be reversed so that these magnets will repel each other 
and therefore prevent the door 43 from being closed. 
When the handle 41 is in a normal downwardly project 
ing position the poles of magnets 37 and 39 will be oppo 
site so that these magnets'will be attracted toward each 
other. . 

Magnet 39, as shown in Figure 8 and 9, may be limited 
in its turning movement, and in order to provide for re 
versing the poles of magnet 39, I have provided off-set 
poles 53 and 54- which upon turning of magnet 39 will 
be disposed in confronting position to cores 44 and the 
pole magnet 37. 

Referring now to Figure 11, there is disclosed another 
modi?cation of this invention embodying an inner mag 
net 55 having arms 56 and 57 of unequal length. 
As shown in Figure 11, arm 56 is a short arm and 

arm 57 is a long arm. A pair of plugs or cores 58 and 59 
are adapted to be disposed in confronting position to 
arms 56 and 57 with core member 58 longer than core 
member 59 so that the outer ends of the core members 
58 and 59 will be in the same vertical plane. 
A rotatable magnet 60, similar to magnet 39, is ?xed 

to the shank 61 of a rotatable handle and is adapted in 
one position thereof to'be attracted to magnet 55, and in 
a second position to be repelled from magnet 55. 
The two cores 58 and 59 are carried by a bracket 62, 

similar to bracket 46, which is secured to a shelf so that 
upon removal of the shelf the two magnets 55 and 60 will 
have the confronting ends thereof disposed a suf?cient 
distance apart so that the pulling attraction of the magnets 
will not be su?‘icient to hold the door in closed position. 
The arms of magnet 55 are made of unequal length so 

that a shelf must have the correct length of cores secured 
thereto before the door can be properly maintained in 
closed position. 

Referring now to Figures 12 to 15, inclusive, there is 
disclosed another modi?cation of this invention embody 
ing a pair of permanent magnets 63 and 64 which are 
?xedly secured within the body 65 of the refrigerator. 
A pair of cylindrical core members 66 are secured to 

a bracket 67 being mounted in a cylindrical holder 68 
carried by bracket 67. Bracket 67 is adapted to be se 
cured to a removable shelf so that when the shelf has 
been removed the core member 66 will be taken out 
therewith. ‘ 

A pair of permanent magnet members 69 and 70 are 
secured to a holder 71 which is ?xed by fastening means 
72 to a rotatable handle 73. The magnets 69 and 70 are 
inclined relative to the vertical as to their position, one 
relative to the other, and in the normal position of the 
holder 71, as shown in Figure 14, the two magnets 63 
and 64 will be disposed in confronting position to the 
core members 66. The holder 71 also has mounted 
therein a pair of magnets 74 and 75 which are reversed 
as to the poles thereof with respect to magnets 69 and 7 0. 

In other words when the holder 71 is swung to the 
position shown in dot-and-dash lines in Figure 14, the 
repelling magnets 74 and 75 will be disposed in confront 
ing position to core member 66 and magnets 63 and 64. 
The holder 71 has secured thereto a weight 76 so that 

holder 71 will be normally swung to the left, as viewed 
in Figure 14, with weight 76 engaging a bumper or 
cushion stop member 77., 
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In order to provide a means whereby the door in each 
of the forms of this invention herein described will be 
held against slamming or jarring with the opposed mag 
nets striking each other, I have provided hollow spherical 
retarding members 78 which are adapted to be secured to 
the front edge 79 of the side wall of the refrigerator body. 
The front edge 79 is formed with an inwardly con 

caved depression 80 so that retarding member 78 may 
be forced into the concaved outer side of the de 
pression 80. 

The spherical member 78 has extending inwardly there 
from a shank 81 formed with a central bore 82, and the 
shank 81 terminates in an enlarged inner end 83 which 
is seated in a recess 84 formed at the bottom of the de 
pression 89. The retarding member 78 upon closing of 
the door will be collapsed into the depression 80 and the 
air inside of the retarding member '78 will be gradually 
released or discharged through the bore 82 in stem or 
shank 81. It will be understood that each door or front 
edge of the refrigerator body will be provided with the 
conventional rubber sealing gasket and the retarding 
member 78 will be in addition to the conventional rubber 
seal. 

With a refrigerator door look as hereinbefore de 
scribed, the door will be held in normally closed posi 
tion by the permanent magnets, with the magnets 22 and 
31 having sufficient pull to maintain the door closed, but 
with this pull such as relatively light pressure from the 
inside of the refrigerator will be su?icient to open the 
door. 
Where the interposed cores are secured to the shelf 

of the refrigerator when the refrigerator is abandoned the 
shelf must be removed and even if left in the refrigerator 
the space between the shelf to which the core members 
are secured will be insufficient to permit the entrance of a 
small child. Therefore, when a shelf is removed carry 
ing the iron ‘cores the refrigerator door will be held 
against tight closing so that if a child should enter the 
refrigerator box the child would not suifocate. 

Referring now to Figure 17, there is disclosed another 
modi?cation of this invention embody a refrigerator 
body 85 having a door 86 hinged thereto with a handle 
87 ?xed on the outer side of the door 86. A removable 
shelf 88, preferably formed of plastic or other non 
magnetic material, is disposed in the body 85 and is sup 
ported from a horizontal shelf support 89 secured to the 
inside of the body 85. 
The support 89 includes a stop member 90 at the 

outer end thereof whereby the shelf 88 will be held 
against outward movement but may be lifted slightly 
above stop 90 so as to remove the shelf from the in 
terior of the body 85. > 

The shelf 88 has ?xed in the forward end thereof a 
permanent magnet 91 which projects slightly forwardly 
of the forward edge 92 thereof, and the inner wall 
93 of the door 86 has secured thereto a bridging mem 
ber 94. The bridging member 94 is loosely mounted 
on Ia bolt lor fastening member 95 secured in the inner 
wall 93. 
The pull ‘of magnet 91 is such as to normally hold 

the ‘door 86 in closed position but a pull on the handle 
87 will e?fect release 'of the bridging member 94 from 
the outer end of magnet 91. 

Referring now to Figure 18, there is disclosed another 
modi?cation of this invention embodying a refrigerator 
body or housing 96 having a door 97 hinged to the for 
ward side thereof with a handle 98 secured to the outer 
side of the ‘door 97. a 

A non-magnetic shelf 99, which may be formed of 
plastic or other non-magnetic material, is supported from 
a shelf support 100 carried by the body 96, and a stop 
101 is disposed at the outer end of the support 109. 
A U-shaped permanent magnet 102 is embedded in the 
forward end of the shelf ‘99 and a confronting U-shaped 
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permanent magnet 103 is supported through an opening 
104 formed in the inner wall 105 ‘of the door. 97. 
The magnet 103 may be secured in the opening 104 by 

means of a plate 106 which is formed of non-magnetic 
material. The magnet 103 will be normally disposed in 
slightly spaced relation to the forward end of magnet 
102, as shown in Figure 18. 

In the use and operation of the refrigerator door lock 
ing means shown in Figures 17 and 18, the shelf support 
ing magnets 91 and 102 will hold the doors in closed 
position, but the doors may be opened by a relatively 
light pull on the handles 87 and 98. 
When the refrigerator is abandoned the shelves 88 

and 99 will be removed so that the doors 86 'and 97 
will not be locked and can be readily swung open by 
a small ‘child on the inside of the body. 

In the event a small child should get into the re 
frigerat‘or body with the shelf remaining therein a rela 
tive light push from the inside would open the door so 
that the child would not suffocate. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In ‘a refrigerator having ‘a body and a door hinged 

thereto, a permanent magnet ?xed in said body, a second 
permanent magnet in said door confronting said ?rst 
magnet, means rotatably mounting said second magnet 
in said door, a pair of iron core members in said body 
between said magnets, and means removably supporting 
said core members. 

2. In a refrigerator having a body, a door hinged there 
to, and at least one shelf removably disposed in said 
body, ‘a permanent magnet ?xed in said body confront 
ing said door, a second permanent magnet in said door, 
means rotatably supporting said second magnet in said 
door, a pair of iron core members interposed between 
said magnets, and means securing said core members 
to said shelf in laterally offset relation thereto whereby 
removal of said self will render said magnets ineffective 
to maintain said door closed. 

3. In a refrigerator having a body, a shelf slidable and 
removable in said body, a door hinged to said body, a 
permanent magnet ?xed in said body confronting said 
door, Ia second permanent magnet carried by said dolor 
confronting said ?rst magnet, a pair of iron ore members 
interposed between said magnets, and means supporting 
said core members from said shelf whereby removal of 
said shelf will render said magnets ineffective to hold 
said do'or closed. 

4. In combination, a refrigerator having a body and 
a door hinged thereto, cooperating permanent magnets 
carried by said body and door normally holding said 
door closed, a shelf rem'ovably disp'osed in said body, 
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6 
an a pair of iron core members ?xed relative to said 
shelf and offset therefrom to a position interposed be 
tween said magnets. 

5. In combination, a refrigerator having a body and 
a door hinged thereto, cooperating permanent magnets 
carried by said body and door normally holding said door 
closed, a shelf removably disposed in said body, one of 
said magnets having one leg sh'orter than the other leg, 
a long c‘ore member c‘onfronting said short leg, a short 
core member confronting s‘aid long leg, a bracket ?xed 
to said shelf and projecting laterally therefrom, ‘and means 
carried by said bracket supporting said core members. 

6. In a refrigerator having a body, a removable mem 
ber in said body, ‘a door hinged to said body, a permanent 
magnet ?xed in said body confronting said door, a sec 
ond permanent magnet carried by said door confronting 
said ?rst magnet, a pair of iron core members interposed 
between said magnets, and means supporting said core 
members from said removable member whereby removal 
of said removable member will render said magnets in 

‘ effective to hold said door closed. 
7. In combination, a refrigerator having a body ‘and 

a door hinged thereto, ‘cooperating permanent magnets 
carried by said body and door normally holding said 
door closed, a member removably disposed in said body, 
one of said magnets having one leg sh'orter than the 
other leg, a long c'ore member confronting said short 
leg, a short core member confronting said long leg, a 
bracket ?xed to said removable member and projecting 
laterally therefrom, and means carried by said bracket 
supp'orting said core members. 

8. A device 'as claimed in claim 2, wherein the means 
securing said core members to said shelf includes an 
offset bracket member having a base secured to said 
shelf. 

9. A device as claimed in claim 4 in which an offset 
bracket is secured to said shelf and said core members 
are secured to the offset portion of said bracket. 
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